The Global Power & Energy Elites is an annual journal produced by Smart
Energy International in collaboration with the Clarion Power & Energy Series
and distributed to top-level decision makers around the world.
The publication’s cornerstone content recognises industry-specific projects,
teams and leaders that are shaping the modern power and energy markets.
Projects featured in the publication are those setting the benchmarks in
their regions and/or globally, giving readers insights into their planning
and execution. In addition, readers are given a glimpse into the personal
leadership styles of influencers at the forefront of innovation and transition
in the power and energy sector.
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Project Categories
The below project and leadership categories are applicable to both the public and private sectors,
extending across power generation, transmission and distribution utilities, water utilities, independent
power producers, and project developers.

Generation innovation and optimisation: Projects in which electricity producers have improved power generation
efficiency and/or capacity by developing and implementing advanced and innovative technology and solutions into an
existing or new power plant. Things to consider include reduced operational or deferred capital expenditures, carbon and
other emissions reductions, life extension, and plant uprates.
Renewable energy generation innovation and optimisation: Projects in which electricity producers have utilised
renewable power generation and new business offerings to meet growing customer demand for cleaner energy options. This
can include the utilisation of blockchain or peer to peer trading facilitation, utility facilitated residential storage or a complete
restructuring of a business to accommodate.
Microgrids and Distributed Energy Resource (DER) integration: Projects demonstrating the growth and development of
microgrids driven by a need for greater grid reliability, more distributed energy resources, or more generation to allow power
producers and their customers better control of energy costs. Projects should include the latest developments in design,
implementation, operation and regulation of microgrids or the addition of energy storage, distributed generation or other
DER solutions to increase grid stability; reduce operational or defer capital expenditure; or enhance energy security and
supply.
Utility transformation: Utilities that have significantly embraced the evolution of the electricity industry through
implementation of smart grid, smart metering, integrated smart communication systems and new/innovative power
generation sources.
AMI & smart metering: Water, gas or electricity AMI projects and applications that have significantly improved utility
operations, resource management, efficiency, revenue collection and customer satisfaction in the past 24 months.
Data and analytics: Projects that have improved on the way grid owners/operators or electricity generators collect, handle,
analyse, share, visual, protect and optimise data, leading to improvements in actionable intelligence and data driven decision
making.
Demand response: Utilities that have successfully integrated a demand response programme for better energy efficiency, or
which have seen consistent improvement in demand management of electricity or water.
Customer engagement: Utilities or energy service providers that have most increased the level of customer satisfaction
through enhanced or new services - including new and/or improved billing/payment models - and how these results were
achieved. This may include the addition of prosumers onto the network or facilitated the integration of electric vehicles,
blockchain or other customer engagement offerings into their business.
Finance & Investment: These models should be exemplary in their fields which can be in the form of traditional financing
models, FinTech and interactive platforms such as crowdfunding that attribute to the development of small, medium and
large-scale power projects.
Technology: The most innovative product or project of 2019/2020 – this can include innovations across the power and
energy value chain (generation; transmission; distribution).
Smart cities: Projects undertaken as part of a smart city initiative which has driven an integrated energy, water or gas system
as part of an overall city plan. Initiatives can include increased access to data which has led to energy/water or gas savings or
enhanced management, or the overall implementation of a water, gas or electricity management and/or supply programme.

Leadership Profiles
These are industry influencers and/or individuals who are innovative in their leadership approaches and strategies to improve the greater
power and energy value chain on a regional and global level. These leaders can be active in the private or public sectors and can include
academia. Their influential role should be setting benchmarks in their respective industry sectors including, but not limited to, project
design and development, engineering, technology and innovation, data related projects, legislation and finance.
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Distribution

OFFICIAL LAUNCH:
European Utility Week 2019
DistribuTECH 2020

Nomination process
Nominations are open to all projects and leaders in the power and energy value chain at both region and global levels in a number
of categories ranging from distributed generation & microgrids to utility transformation to data and analytics, new technology and
customer engagement.
The conference directors under the Clarion Power & Energy Series umbrella, will also nominate their region’s top performing and
influential projects and personalities.
The final selection of project and people is made by an external advisory board composed of experienced industry figures from
around the world.
Nominations open: 13 March 2019
Nominations close: 14 June 2019

To nominate a person, team or project, please contact:
ASHLEY THERON-ORD
Email: ashley.theron@spintelligent.com or visit www.smart-energy.com for more information.
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Sponsorship opportunities
The projects and the people highlighted in The Global Elites will be indispensable reading for the modern power and energy sector decision
makers seeking to embrace change. To successfully adapt, utilities will need new technology, new ideas and new partners to be successful.
We have therefore created sponsorship packages which can be taken within each of the project categories.

Lead partner
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOLD

Exclusive front and back cover logo placement
Double page spread advertisement (p. 2 & 3)
Editorial in chosen project category (4 pages)
CEO/Leadership interview (2 pages)
One full page advertisement to be positioned inside the publication in a chosen project category.
Digital copy sponsorship – ad placement alongside digital copy
Company logo on all Elites marketing material; and mention as Lead partner
Twenty-five printed copies to be sent to lead partner or partner client list
Lead partner to have a thought leadership video interview with the editor of Smart Energy International.
Promotion via digital and social media channels.

Premium partner: 2 available
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

CONFIRMED

Investment: $9,045

CONFIRMED

Company logo on all Elites marketing material
1 full page colour advertisement
Editorial in aligned category (1 page)

Branding partner
•

Investment: $15,090

Inside front cover premium advertisement placement or opposite foreword/contents page
Branding on the ‘cover’ page of the people or projects category
Editorial in aligned category (2 pages)
Company logo on all Elites marketing material - inclusion as Premium partner on all Elites press releases
To receive 15 print copies of the publication

Category Partner - limited to number of
available categories

CONFIRMED

Investment: $5,632

1 full page colour advertisement - placement to be determined by editor

Sales ad deadline: 13 September 2019
Commercial editorial deadline: 30 August 2019

To book your sponsorship position, contact us today:
ERROL BRYCE | Commercial Head
Phone: +27 (21) 700 3592 | Cell: +27 83 613 4578 | Email: errol.bryce@spintelligent.com

